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Abstra t

In this paper we propose an extension to the standard Markov Random Field
(MRF) model in order to handle layers. Our extension, whi h we all a Fa torial MRF (FMRF), is analogous to the extension from Hidden Markov Models
(HMM's) to Fa torial HMM's. We present an eÆ ient EM-based algorithm for
inferen e on Fa torial MRF's. Our algorithm makes use of the fa t that layers
are a priori independent, and that layers only intera t through the observable
image. The algorithm iterates between wide inferen e, i.e., inferen e within ea h
layer for the entire set of pixels, and deep inferen e, i.e., inferen e through the
layers for ea h single pixel. The eÆ ien y of our method is partly due to the use
of graph uts for binary segmentation, whi h is part of the wide inferen e step.
We show experimental results for both real and syntheti images.
Keywords: Grouping and segmentation, Layer representation, Graphi al model,
Bayesian inferen e, Markov Random Field, Fa torial Hidden Markov Model

1 Introdu tion
Markov Random Fields (MRF's) have been extensively used in low level vision
be ause they an naturally in orporate the spatial oheren e of measures of interest (intensity, disparity, et ) [12℄. However, MRF's annot e e tively ombine
information over dis onne ted spatial regions. Layer representations are a popular way of addressing this limitation [16, 14, 1℄.
The main ontribution of this paper is to propose a new graphi al model that
an represent image layers, and to develop an eÆ ient algorithm for inferen e
on this graphi al model. We extend the standard MRF model to several layers of MRF's, whi h is analogous to the extension from Hidden Markov Models
(HMM's) to Fa torial HMM's (see Figure (1) and Figure (2)) [6℄. A Fa torial
HMM has the stru ture shown in Figure (1), and onsists of i) a set of hidden
variables, whi h are a priori independent, and ii) a set of observable variables,
whose state depends on the hidden variables as shown in the gure. The inferen e algorithm for Fa torial HMM's iterates between (exa t) inferen e within
ea h hidden variable (via the forward-ba kward algorithm), and (approximate)
inferen e using indire t dependen ies between hidden variables through the observables. Similarly, our algorithm alternates between wide inferen e and deep

inferen e. Wide inferen e, i.e., inferen e within ea h layer for the entire set of
image pixels, utilizes what we all pseudo-observables, whi h we de ne in se tion 4.2. These play the same role as observables in standard MRF's. Parallel
to the forward-ba kward algorithm in HMM's, we use graph uts for binary segmentation [7℄, where the binary value signi es whether the obje t is present or
not at the given pixel and layer. Deep inferen e, on the other hand, is inferen e
through the layers for ea h single pixel. We develop an eÆ ient EM-based algorithm to evaluate pseudo-observables by deep inferen e. The algorithm uses
dependen ies between observables and hidden variables (but not within the hidden variables), as well as the result of the binary segmentation from the wide
inferen e step.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Se tion 2 summarizes related
work. In se tion 3, we de ne a Fa torial MRF and show how this model an
be used for layers. Our EM-based algorithm for inferen e on Fa torial MRF's
is presented in se tion 4. We demonstrate the e e tiveness of our algorithm
by experimental results for both real and syntheti images in se tion 5. Some
te hni al details, espe ially regarding transparent layers, are deferred to the
appendix.
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Fig. 1. Extension from HMM to fa torial HMM: (a) A dire ted graph spe ifying onditional dependen e relations for an HMM. (b) A dire ted graph for fa torial HMM
with three underlying Markov hains (borrowed from [6℄). From now on, a gray node
represents an observable variable, whereas a white node represents a hidden variable.

2 Related work
Inferen e problems on probabilisti models are frequently en ountered in omputer vision and image pro essing. In the stru tured variational approximation
[10℄, exa t algorithms for probability omputation on tra table substru tures
are ombined with variational methods to handle the intera tion between the
substru tures whi h make the system as a whole intra table. Fa torial HMM's
[6℄ are a natural extension of HMM's, in whi h the hidden state is given by the
joint on guration of a set of independent variables. In this ase, the natural
tra table stru ture onsists of the HMM's for ea h hidden variable, for whi h
the forward-ba kward algorithm an be used. On the other hand, in the ase of
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Extension from MRF to fa torial MRF: (a) A graph spe ifying onditional dependen e relations for an MRF. (b) A graph for a fa torial MRF with three underlying
MRF's. Some of the nodes and links are omitted from the drawing for legibility
Fig. 2.

the Hidden Markov de ision trees, there are two natural tra table substru tures,
the \forest of hains approximation", and the \forest of trees approximation"
[10℄. Transformed HMM's [9℄ an be onsidered as Fa torial HMM's with two
hidden variables, i.e., transformation variable and lass variable. They use the
model to luster unlabeled video segments and form a video summary in an unsupervised fashion. Besides the Fa torial HMM, resear hers have proposed other
extensions su h as Coupled HMM's for Chinese martial art a tion re ognition
[3℄, or Parallel HMM's for Ameri an sign language re ognition [15℄.
Layer representations are known to be able to pre isely segment and estimate motion for multiple obje ts, and to provide ompa t and omprehensive
representations. Wang and Adelson [16℄ approa hed the problem by iteratively
lustering motion models omputed using opti al ow. Ea h layer, ordered in
depth, ontains an intensity map and alpha map, and they o lude ea h other
with image ompositing rules. Ayer and Sawhney [1℄ proposed an EM algorithm
for robust maximum-likelihood estimation of the multiple models and their layers of support. They also applied the minimum des riptive length prin iple to
estimate the number of models. Weiss [17℄ presented an EM algorithm that
an segment image sequen es by tting multiple smooth ow elds to the spatiotemporal data. He showed how to estimate a single smooth ow eld, whi h
eventually leads to the multiple model estimation. The number of layers is estimated automati ally using similar methods to the parametri approa h. Torr et
al. [14℄ on entrated on 3D layers, onsists of approximately planar layers that
have arbitrary 3D positions and orientations. 3D layer representations an naturally handle parallax e e ts on the layer as opposed to 2D approa hes. Frey [5℄
re ently proposed a Bayesian network for appearan e-based layered vision whi h
des ribes the o lusion pro ess, and developed iterative probability propagation
to re over the identity and position of the obje ts in the s ene.

3 Problem formulation
The observable image, i = fip j p 2 P ; P is set of pixelsg, results from several
layers of obje ts. Let fpl be a binary random variable whi h is 1 if an obje t
exists at pixel p in layer l, and 0 otherwise. We assume that the layers are a
priori independent of ea h other and we model ea h layer as Markov Random
Field whose lique potentials involve pairs of neighboring pixels. This is the Ising
Model [12℄,
Y
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Here f l indi ates f l = ffpl j p 2 Pg, and N = fNp j p 2 Pg denotes a neighborhood system, where Np  P . flp;qg is a oeÆ ient roughly signifying the degree
of onne tion between two pixels p and q in layer l (we will des ribe this in more
detail later). Given the on guration of layers, the likelihood of the observable
image at ea h single pixel is independent from other pixels:
Y
P (i j f ) =
P (ip j fp );
(3)
p

where fp indi ates fp = ffpl j l 2 L; L is set of layersg. By onvention we will
number the layers so that the largest numbered layer is losest to the viewer. By
equations (1) and (3), we have:
Y
Y
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P (ip j fp )
P (f l )
(4)
p

l

The likelihood of the observable, P (ip j fp ), hinges on the hara teristi of layers.
We will onsider two kinds of layers, either transparent or opaque. For opaque
layers, the observable image at ea h single pixel omes from the image ontaining
an obje t that is losest to the viewer, as usual with layers. Let N (i; ; C 1 )
denote a gaussian distribution with mean  and ovarian e C ; we have
= N (ip ; F (fp ); C (fp ) 1 )
X
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j
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where W l denotes the attributes of the obje t at layer l, whi h an be intensity,
displa ement, et , and C l is their ovarian e. Mpl is a binary random variable
whi h is 1 if at pixel p there is an obje t present (i.e., fpl = 1) and this obje t

is not o luded (i.e., for all l0 > l; fpl = 0) (see Figure(2)). For transparent
layers, on the other hand, the observable image at ea h pixel results from a
linear ombination of the obje ts that present at ea h layer, ontaminated by
gaussian noise:
0
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X
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j
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From now on however, for the sake of readability, we will pro eed with opaque
layers. In the appendix we derive the formulas for the transparent layers.

4 EM Algorithm
Given the probabilisti model, the inferen e problem is to ompute the posterior
probabilities of the hidden variables (obje ts in ea h layers, f ), given the observations (image, i). In some other ases, we may want to infer the single most
probable state ofthe hidden variables. The parameters of a fa torial MRF an
be estimated via the Expe tation Maximization algorithm [4℄, whi h iterates between assuming the urrent parameters to ompute posterior probabilities over
the hidden states (E-step), and using these probabilities to maximize the expe ted log likelihood of the parameters (M-step). The EM algorithm starts by
de ning the expe ted log likelihood of omplete data:

Q(new j ) = E flog P (i; f j new ) j ; ig

(5)

For the fa torial MRF model, the parameters are  = fW l ; C l ; flp;qg g. For the
sake of simpli ity however, we will pro eed with setting flp;qg = onst:
4.1

M-Step

The M-Step for ea h parameter is obtained by setting the derivatives of Q with
respe t to those ea h parameters to zero, and solving. For the opaque layers, we
have:
P
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Note that, for L = 1, these equations redu e to the standard single-layered MRF
with similar observable. (See the appendix for the derivation.)
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Stru tural approximation: (a)Hidden variables retain their Markov stru ture
within ea h hain, but are independent a ross hains [6℄. (b)Hidden variables retain
their Markov stru ture within ea h layer, but are independent a ross layers.

Fig. 3.

4.2

E Step

As in the fa torial HMM [6℄, the fa torial MRF is approximated by L un oupled MRF's (see Figure(3)). We approximate the posterior distribution P by a
tra table distribution Q. We write the stru tured approximation as:
"
#
Y Y
Y
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P (f l )
(6)
p

l

l

Comparing to Eq(4), we note that hlp has taken the pla e of P (ip j fpl ), whi h hlp
is expe ted to approximate. From now on, we will all hlp a pseudo-observable,
be ause it plays a similar role to observables in the standard MRF. We an
safely regard hlp as the likelihood of fpl , i.e., hlp = 0:2 implies that the likelihood
of fpl = 1 (present) is 0.2, and that of fpl = 0 (absent) is 0.8. We des ribe how to
evaluate hlp in the next subse tion, whi h leads to al ulation of ea h variable's
maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimates (f  ), whi h in turn leads to evaluation
of ea h variable's expe tation (f ).
To evaluate the pseudo-observable (hlp ) for the entire set
of layers, we al ulate hlp for ea h layer under the assumption that the probability
for fpl for other layers are given. In that ase, we an evaluate the e e t on the
observable by setting fpl of the desired layer. Thus we have:
X
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The above xed point equations for hlp requires the evaluation
of fpl in terms of hlp . Unlike the ase of fa torial HMM's, where there is a tra table
forward-ba kward algorithm, we don't have a tra table algorithm to evaluate fpl
from hlp . This is be ause the inferen e in even a single MRF is intra table unless
the joint distribution is also Gaussian, in whi h ase, an analyti solution is
available. Thus we use an algorithm using the MAP estimates, whi h an be
rapidly obtained via graph uts [7℄. Parallel to the ase of fa torial HMM's, we
nd the MAP estimates onsidering the hlp as the observable. In our experiments,
we used the graph ut algorithm of [2℄, whi h is spe i ally designed for the kind
of graphs that arise in omputer vision problems.
MAP Estimate:

Expe tation:

mate f as:
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where we assume that P (fpl j i) ' Æ (fpl = fpl ). Unfortunately, this is too rude
an approximation (it is basi ally binary thresholding). We an make a better
approximation using the MRF priors:
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where we assume that P (fNl p j i) ' Æ (fNl p = fNl p ). It is possible relax the

rudeness of the assumption by setting P (fNl Np j i) ' Æ (fNl Np = fNl Np ), or

l
l
l
P (fN
NNp j i) ' Æ (fNNNp = fNNNp ), but there is a pri e to pay in terms of
omputational load. However, we nd that the above 1st-order neighbor approximation suÆ es.
To summarize, we need the pseudo-observable (h) in order to evaluate the
expe tation (f ), whereas we need the expe tation (f ) in order to evaluate the
pseudo-observable (h). However the evaluation is done indire tly through the
MAP estimates (f  ). Thus the E step eventually onsists of iteration through
above three steps until onvergen e. Algorithm 1 shows the overall algorithm.

Algorithm 1

Overall algorithm

1: Initialize parameters and hidden variables randomly
2: repeat
3: Update W l , C l
4: repeat
5:
Cal ulate pseudo-observable (h) from f
6:
Cal ulate MAP estimates (f  ) from h by graph uts for binary segmentation
7:
Cal ulate expe tation (f ) from f  by 1st order neighbor approximation and
MRF prior
8: until onvergen e
9: until onvergen e

Convergen e: One of the underlying assumptions of the theory of the EM algorithm is the use of an exa t E step [4℄. The exa t EM algorithm maximizes the log
likelihood with respe t to the posterior probability distribution over the hidden
variables given the parameters. The stru tural approximation algorithm, on the
other hand, does the same job with the additional onstraint that the posterior
probability distribution over the hidden variable is of a parti ular tra table form
[6℄, su h as Q in Eq(5) for instan e. The onvergen e argument for our approa h
is slightly more ompli ated than the standard stru tural approximation algorithm. In our ase, the E step is not exa t even in a single layer MRF, as opposed
to the exa t E step in a single HMM hain used in fa torial HMM's. We an
use Monte Carlo sampling methods using Markov hain for ea h MRF layer [8℄,
whi h o ers the theoreti al assuran e that the sampling pro edure will onverge
to the orre t posterior distribution ultimately. It is not a parti ularly attra tive
approa h though, sin e inferen e on a single MRF layer is not the overall goal of
our algorithm, but a subroutine. Although we do not have a formal justi ation
of onvergen e per se (whi h remains for future work), the experimental results
o er strong eviden e for onvergen e property of our approa h.

input

result 1 result 2

layer 1
layer 2
Two di erent de omposition: Depending on the initial guess on the intensity
in M-Step, the algorithm an end up with two di erent de ompositions.

Table 1.
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E-steps: The bottom rows show the nal results after onvergen e.
(a)box-box-box syntheti image (b)box-box-grid syntehti image ( )fa e-box-box
syntheti image with appearan e model for the fa e

Table 2.

5 Experiments
5.1

Syntheti

image

We did experiments for a ouple of syntheti images, shown in (a) and (b) of
Table (2). Without any prior knowledge, depending on the initial guess on the
intensity in M-Step, the algorithm an end up with two di erent de ompositions
(see Table (1)). In this ase, result1 is more \natural", but without prior knowledge, result2 is not terrible either. The question of how to in orporate some bias
toward more natural de omposition (i.e. the loser, the brighter) remains for
future work. Also, it is relatively straightforward to in orporate the appearan e
model to our probabilisti formulation, as shown in ( ) of Table (2).
5.2

Real image

We used the disparity map of the Garden- ower images and Tsukuba stereo
images from a re ent algorithm for omputing motion and stereo with o lusions
[11℄ as shown in Table(3) and Table(4) repe tively. Noti e that the result depends
on the number of layers (whi h user must spe ify) as shown in Table(3). Although
both of them give reasonable layer de omposition, the result for three layers give

a better result, i.e., the nal omposition is loser to the input. Our algorithm
deals with only layer o upan y, but not layer texture as shown in Table(3) ( )
and (e), and Table(4) (d) and (f). We an either (1) in orporate texture in our
formulation, or (2) use an image inpainting method su h as [13℄.

(a)

(b)

()

(d)

(e)

(f)
(g)
Layer analysis result on the ower garden sequen e. (a) Left image. (b)
Disparity map adopted from [11℄. We run our algorithm on this disparity map, not
on the original image. ( ),(d) Extra ted layers for two layer de omposition. (e),(f),(g)
Extra ted layers for three layer de omposition. Depending on the number of layers that
user spe i es, the algorithm an end up with two di erent de ompositions.

Table 3.

6 Con lusion
We have proposed an extension to the standard Markov Random Field (MRF)
model suitable for layer representation. This new graphi al model is a natural
model of the image omposition pro ess of several obje ts. We also presented an
eÆ ient EM-based algorithm for inferen e. Our inferen e algorithm makes use
of the fa t that ea h MRF layer is natural substru ture of the whole fa torial
MRF. Although ea h MRF layer is intra table in a stri t sense, we developed an
eÆ ient inferen e based on the graph- uts algorithm for binary segmentation. As
the Table(3), Table(4) shows, our algorithm an de ompose an image omposed
of several layers in a reasonable way, as long as user spe i es appropriate number
of layers, whi h makes automati determination of number of layers a natural
extension of this work.
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(f)

(g)
(f)
Layer extra tion result on Tsukuba dataset : (a) Left image, (b) Disparity
map adopted from [11℄. ( ) First layer. (d) Se ond layer. (e) Third layer. Left part
demonstrates an example where our algorithm gives random arbitrary result for ompletely o luded region without any priori knowledge. (f) Fourth layer. Noti e a small
area with unre overed texture be ause of layer 1 o luding it. (g) Fifth layer. (h) Sixth
layer. We don't show here the ba kground layer, whi h overs all over the image
Table 4.

8 Appendix
8.1

M Step

Opaque layer:

Q=

1=2

We start by expanding Q:
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From the model of opaque layers we have:
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By taking derivative of Q with respe t to the parameters, we get the parameter
estimation equations:
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Similar to the ase of opaque layers, we expand Q:
X 0
Q = 1=2 [ip C 1 ip 2ip 0 C 1 F (fp )

Transparent layer:
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From the modelPof transparent layers we have
where F (fp ) = l W l fpl .
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By taking derivative of Q with respe t to the parameters, we get the parameter
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